
Research Collections

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Late July: Citadel Pass
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactmlm.04.03

Title: Late July: Citadel Pass

Date: 1977

Medium: serigraph on paper

Dimensions: 41.3;50.9 x 55.9;65.5 cm

Description: The top of the picture is blue; the rest of the picture is an overall
colouration of peach, grey/mauve, light green with its top edge in a
jagged tooth edge going from top right and top left to a diagonal in the
centre; six strips of blue angle tr to bl. Michaelle McLean and Ellen Eyman
were students at the Banff Centre 1976/77 winter programme. Parks
Canada project Parks Awareness provided salary and material for these
two to do a number of prints of the Park for Parks Canada. All the work
was done at the Banff Centre.

Subject: landscape

mountain

Credit: Gift of Michaelle McLean, 1977

Catalogue Number: MlM.04.03
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Stream, forest and mountains
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactcoj.03.404

Title: Stream, forest and mountains

Date: c. 1920

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 38.5 x 28.5 cm

Description: Landscapes where the focal point is in between the artist / viewer and the
hill or mountain in the background of each drawing .Stream (snow?) in
foreground, faint sketch of trees mid-ground with faint sketch of
mountains in background.

Subject: landscape

Credit: Gift of John Rivette, Seymour Arm, 1997

Catalogue Number: CoJ.03.404
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Nearing Calgary from Regina
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactcoj.03.399

Title: Nearing Calgary from Regina

Date: 1928

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 28.0 x 35.5 cm

Description: Landscapes where the focal point is in betwwern the artist / viewer and
the hill or mountain in the background of each drawing . Writing denotes
details and colour scheme.Writing on back: “nearing Calgary from
Regina - March 12th - 28”

Subject: landscape

Credit: Gift of John Rivette, Seymour Arm, 1997

Catalogue Number: CoJ.03.399

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Saucepan
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.19.0162%20a%2cb

Title: Saucepan

Date: n.d.

Dimensions: 13.5 x 17.0 x 33.0 cm

Description: A set of two sauce pots made of white ceramic “Corning Ware” with a
printed on blue floral pattern. a) has a metal and plastic handle and is
taller with two pouring spouts perpendicular to the handle. The inside has
cups and ounce measurements o printed on in blue. Underneath the
handle blue print reads “CORNING WARE SAUCEMAKER” b) is a
shallow fry-pan shape, made entirely of white ceramic. Same blue floral
design on the sides. Stamped on the base is “CORNING WARE P-83-B
12 cm MADE IN CANADA FOR RANGE AND MICROWAVE”

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 104.19.0162 a,b

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Okanagan Lake
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactvhw.02.01

Artist: (Sir) William Cornelius Van Horne (1843 – 1915, Canadian)

Title: Okanagan Lake

Date: 1890

Medium: oil on canvas

Dimensions: 43.5 x 75 cm

Subject: landscape, lake

architecture, rural

Credit: Gift of Esso Resources Ltd., 1980

Catalogue Number: VhW.02.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Yoho Valley
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifacthua.05.01

Artist: A Hunter

Title: Yoho Valley

Date: 1932

Medium: watercolour on paper

Dimensions: 19.5 x 25.0 cm

Subject: landscape

mountain

Canadian Rockies

forest

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: HuA.05.01



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Victory Eagle
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactbla.04.01

Artist: A. M. Blackstone

Title: Victory Eagle

Date: 1942

Medium: linocut on paper

Dimensions: 9.0 x 9.0 cm

Subject: animal, bird

eagle

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: BlA.04.01
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Robin
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactbla.04.02

Artist: A. M. Blackstone

Title: Robin

Date: 1945

Medium: linocut on paper

Dimensions: 9.0 x 9.0 cm

Subject: animal, bird

robin

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: BlA.04.02
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Seagull
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactbla.04.03

Artist: A. M. Blackstone

Title: Seagull

Date: 1961

Medium: linocut on paper

Dimensions: 9.0 x 9.0 cm

Description: A seagull is flying in the sky. The background is a blue and green colour.

Subject: animal, bird

seagull

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: BlA.04.03

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

George A. Stewart
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactnia.02.01

Artist: A. Nichol

Title: George A. Stewart

Date: 1922

Medium: oil paint on paper

Dimensions: 49.8 x 38.1 cm

Description: A portrait of George A. Stewart the first superintendent of Canadian
National Park Banff 1885 - 1897. The picture shows a man sitting in a
chair, facing left, his left arm on the arm rest, the right hand holding a
cane. The gentleman himself has a receding hairline, collar length white
hair, bushy sideburns and a connecting mustache. His coat is drab green.
See artist's file for an article in the Crag and Canyon June 9, 1923 re the
procurement and hanging of the portrait in the government museum.

Subject: portrait, male

Credit: Gift of Steve Kun, Banff, 1969

Catalogue Number: NiA.02.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Lady Minto and Cowboy in National Park, Banff, Canada
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactpea.03.01

Artist: A. Pearse

Title: Lady Minto and Cowboy in National Park, Banff, Canada

Date: 1901

Medium: ink on paper

Description: A realistic drawing in black and white; A mounted rider dressed in
buckskins is talking with a lady standing near him; the lady has a long
dress, ornate hat and an umbrella; to the right of the picture is a two-horse
carriage with 3 people sitting in it; 2 helmeted riders and another man
walking near the carriage; a herd of bison are near; trees and grass on
the flats and up the mountain side; top left corner indicates a slightly
cloudy sky.

Subject: Figure

female

Lady Minto

aristocracy

cowboy

Animal

buffalo

Transportation

carriage

Credit: Purchased from John J. Norris, Camberlay, England, 1980

Catalogue Number: PeA.03.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Portrait of Dr. Brett
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactcea.03.01

Artist: A.F. Cels

Title: Portrait of Dr. Brett

Date: 1907

Medium: graphite on paper

Dimensions: 20.6 x 15.5 cm

Description: General colour: black and white on yellow brown. The head of a man
turned slightly left. He has a long mustache and his hair parts a little to the
right of center.

Subject: portrait

male

Dr. R. G. Brett

Credit: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Tabuteau, Banff, 1966

Catalogue Number: CeA.03.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Rock Pools, York River
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactcaa.05.01

Artist: A.J. Casson (1898 – 1992)

Title: Rock Pools, York River

Date: 1957

Medium: painting on paper

Dimensions: 27.0 x 34.0 cm

Description: A watercolour landscape painting. A large dark green/blue pool in the
centre is surrounded by rocks and dominates the painting. Just above
and to the left is another small pool. The rocks surrounding the pool are
beige and brown with dark blue accents and outlines. There are a couple
small patches of green grass amongst the rocks. Faint pencil marks of
letters can be seen scattered on rocks and pencil marks of outline sketch.
The artist signature is in the bottom rhc, “A.J.CASSON”. Au verso there
are two stickers. The one in the top left corner is brown with black print,
“ROBERTS GALLERY LIMITED Dealers in Fine Paintings and Frames
since 1842 641 YONGE ST. - - - TORONTO. Title: ROCK POOLS -
YORK RIVER - 1957 Artist: A.J. CASSON Price: $175.00 Stock No:
3858b Height: 10 7/8 Width: 13 5/8”. The other sticker is white with green
ink and blue pen and is in the top rhc, “ROBERTS GALLERY LIMITED
641 YONGE STREET TORONTO M4Y 1Z9 MUSEUM MAT (has blue
pen check mark beside) MUSEUM BACK (check mark beside) WC
mounted INSPECTED BY: (illegible signature) BY ARTIST”.

Subject: rock pool

A.J. Casson

Credit: Gift of David McClintock Denovan, Calgary, 2012

Catalogue Number: CaA.05.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Ralph Connor Memorial Church Canmore 1890 - 1970
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactbra.04.02

Artist: A.L. Bro

Title: Ralph Connor Memorial Church Canmore 1890 - 1970

Date: 1970

Medium: serigraph on paper

Dimensions: 50.8 x 33.0 cm

Description: A view of the Ralph Connor Memorial Church. On one side of the church
is a fence. Around the church are some trees and mountains in the
background.

Subject: landscape

church

Canmore

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: BrA.04.02

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Ralph Connor Memorial Church, Canmore 1890 - 1970
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactbra.04.01

Artist: A.L. Bro

Title: Ralph Connor Memorial Church, Canmore 1890 - 1970

Date: 1970

Medium: serigraph on paper

Dimensions: 50.8 x 33.4 cm

Description: A view of the Ralph Connor Memorial Church. On one side of the Church
is a fence. Around the church are some trees and mountains in the
background.

Subject: architecture

church

Ralph Connor Memorial Church

landscape

Canadian Rockies

Credit: Gift of Tom Jones, 1970

Catalogue Number: BrA.04.01

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

One Caribou Swimming
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactaal.06.01

Artist: Aalook (1938 – , Canadian)

Title: One Caribou Swimming

Date: prior to 1962

Dimensions: 2.9 x 12.7 cm

Description: Grey green mottled stone, flat bottomed swimming caribou, head
extended, tail up, features defined, eyes and nostrils are holes, mouth
carved, 2 holes for antlers, 2 bone antlers, carved.

Subject: animal

caribou

elk

swimming

Credit: Gift of Doreen Hutchinson, Calgary, 1988

Catalogue Number: AaL.06.01
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactaal.06.02%20a%2cb

Artist: Aalook (1938 – , Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: prior to 1962

Description: A bird sits on top of a bear, looking off to the left. (a) The bird 5.0 high is
nicely carved, wings, eyes and beak defined. A hole in flat bottom has a
peg to stabalize it to the bear. (b) The bear 3.8 x 7.8 x 3.8 is lying down.
Ears, nose and mouth, eyes carved, tail is also carved. A hole is drilled
into centre back.

Subject: animal

bear

bird

group

pair

Credit: Gift of Doreen Hutchinson, Calgary, 1988

Catalogue Number: AaL.06.02 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Bird
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactaal.06.03

Artist: Aalook (1938 – , Canadian)

Title: Bird

Date: prior to 1962

Dimensions: 4.8 x 2.5 cm

Description: A swimming bird with head up, flat bottom. Wings carved into side and
tail feathers indicated. Eyes and beak carved.

Subject: animal

bird

Credit: Gift of Doreen Hutchinson, Calgary, 1988

Catalogue Number: AaL.06.03
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Animal Sculpture
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactaba.06.01

Artist: Abba

Title: Animal Sculpture

Date: c. 1952

Dimensions: 7.5 x 4.5 x 8.5 cm

Description: A walrus is laying on its left side, head up. Incised flippers and facial
features. “ABBA E7 416” is engraved on the base. There is also a white
label with “395” attached to the base.

Subject: animal

walrus

seal

aquatic

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: AbA.06.01
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Untitled
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactabr.06.01

Artist: Abraham Nastapoka (1900 – 1981, Canadian)

Title: Untitled

Date: c. 1965

Dimensions: 3.8 x 5.5 x 13.2 cm

Description: Two otters lying on a platform over fish, tail in mouth of one otter, body in
mouth of other otter, details show whiskers, claws, eyes, nostrils, fish
head.

Subject: animal, otter

aquatic

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: AbR.06.01
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